


Instructions
Introduction: Fairtrade Lotto is a similar game to bingo, but it uses pictures to help introduce Fairtrade and the 

variety of produce available. You can use the last two sheets without word labels, to make it more challenging.

Materials needed: Printed copies of Game Sheets (1 to 6), Printed copy of the Caller Sheet. Lots of Counters.

Set up: Print enough Game Sheets for one sheet per player. Print a Caller Sheet for the teacher.

Tips: If you don’t have Counters try using pennies, building blocks or a bag of dried beans. You can also make 
your sheets more durable by laminating them or sticking them on cardboard. 

You are now ready to play!

Rules:     1. Allocate one board for each player with 6 counters each to mark their board. 

2. The teacher calls out an item from the Caller Sheet and the players cover it with a counter. 

3. The teacher can ask for a show of hands if any children think they have seen this product and 
consider factors such as whether it could be used at the school in the canteen or common room.

4. The first person to cover all of their cards wins (or alternatively a row). 

5. The winner shouts out "Fairtrade!” and the teacher can check if it is correct.

Adaptions:  Instead of using the Caller Sheet which allows players to cover any picture of the item called, you 

can make the game harder by using a printed copy of all of the Game Sheets and cutting them up to make a 

more varied option of Caller Cards.   You could also try Game Sheets (7-8) or adapting your own to make the 

game more challenging.
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Find more games & lessons here: Schools.fairtrade.org.uk @fairtradeuked

schools.fairtrade.org.uk
https://twitter.com/FairtradeUKEd

